COMPANY PROFILE

ABOUT

COMPANY

Roan Systems is a South African-based company offering products and
services for a variety of IT, production, automation, FMCG, healthcare
and various other sectors and applications. A company that started
in 1997 and today still well known as the Printronix and TallyGenicom
Line Matrix printer specialists in the country.

We have evolved and diversified over the last 24 years to an industry leader of Line Matrix, Thermaline, Mobility, RFID, POS, Mobile Device Management, iOT
and Print & Apply solutions that cater for every customer’s needs. You don’t have to take our word for it… you can ask for references of those customers
that have enjoyed quality value for money service.
Roan Systems is as fast-moving as the industry it has chosen to specialise in. Every month is marked by a bold development, whether in the form of
operational enhancements, new national offices or value added partner partnerships. Our latest introduction Roan Simplify has been exceptionally well
received by the market as the service is designed to totally take away the headache of our customers to manage equipment, have enlarged fleets because
of repair times, and manage end of life and/or end of support. Most importantly is that you can spend your capex on growing your core business. We will
take care of the rest.
Printing & mobility solutions are a key part of any business and we have expertise in all types of printing and mobility technologies. So whether you want
bar-coded documents; document storage archiving, labels, RFID, invoices or scanning we have a solution. In fact we can supply a whole range of solutions
to meet any requirement. Roan Systems strives to provide cost effective and efficient maintenance and service options as well as employing state of the
art technology in both hardware and software.
We believe that our greatest asset is the consistency, with which we place our customers first, ensuring that in solving problems and offering solutions, we
are not merely showcasing our talents, but offering real-time cost savings and increased efficiency in business operations.
Roan Systems has 5 main branches in the following areas; (Pretoria, Durban, Port Elizabeth, Nelspruit and Cape Town) and our numerous satellite branches
via our established Value Added Partners across South Africa as well as the United Kingdom, this allows the company to provide international on-site and
remote support.
Roan Systems believes in employing efficient service and management of the printers and mobility devices we will not only satisfy present requirements
but also set the platform for future growth and add value to your day to day operation.
With our Roan Systems Simplify product as a service option customers can preserve cash to grow their business whilst the opex model allows them to know
exactly what the solution would cost as well as guarantee maximum uptime.
Roan Systems’s Technical Division, Roan Active ensure we stay on top of our game and to ensure total customer satisfaction we have developed
TechConnect that manages our technical team real time and ensures you our customer with the best support and maximum uptime. We can provide you
with reporting that shows response times, repair times and total down time by product, serial number, location or site.
Roan Systems has for the last 24 plus years maintained and serviced various customers with tailor made support requirements which includes on site
technicians, managed print solutions, rentals, maintenance, mobility, mobile device management and service contracts.
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OUR

Values
We believe in
INTEGRITY - Without Compromise
HONESTY - As a foundation of trust
PASSION - For Success
COMMITMENT - To service excellence

OUR

PHILOSOPHY
1.

To give your business sound advice on savings, on current
and future product requirements.

2.

To aid your business by providing a solution that is cost
effective yet tailored to meet your specific needs.

3.

To be there when our customers needs us the most, with
maintenance contracts and service solutions.

4.

To continue to be professional and ethical in our business
dealings.
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OUR

SOLUTIONS
WE PROVIDE
Inventory Management Solutions
Mobile Device Management
Warehouse Management
Solutions
Mobile Workforce Solutions
Label & Barcode Solutions
Field Repair & Maintenance
Services
Print & Apply Solutions
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AW

WORLD

OUR

OF

INDUSTRIES
WE SUPPORT

SO

E-commerce

LUT

Education

IONS

Logistics
Utilities

Hospitality
Manufacturing
Banking &
Finance

Agriculture
Healthcare

Post & Parcel

Retail

Mobile
Workforce
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Scanners & Verifiers
Capture data with unmatched abilities developed and
continuously refined by a partner with more than 24
years of field-proven innovation, delivering options
for every purpose.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Purpose Scanners
Healthcare Scanners
Wearable Scanners
Fixed Mount Scanners
Rugged Scanners
Companion Scanners
In-counter Scanners

Mobile Computers
We offer a range of mobile computer designed to
equip your workers for all use cases—from handhelds
and tablets to wearables and vehicle-mounted
computers.

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Handheld Computers
Wearable Computers
Vehicle-Mounted Computers
Tablets
Healthcare Mobile Computers
Handheld RFID Readers
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Printers

UC

Our printers are designed to be self-reliant,
durable, and endlessly eager to work.

T
RA

NGE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Desktop Printers
Industrial Printers
Mobile Printers
RFID Printers
Dot Matrix Printers
Line Printers
Card Printers

Consumables
• Thermal Transfer Ribbons
• Labels & Till Rolls
• General Spares

Software
•
•
•
•
•

Bartender Labelling Software
Nicelabel Labelling Software
InAni VMS Software
Soti Software
42Gears Software
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Roan Active Care
ROAN ACTIVE CARE fully
understands what is critical to
keep our client’s Printing & Mobility equipment running constantly
to

AVOID DOWNTIME,
REVENUE LOSS and
CUSTOMER
DISSATISFACTION.

Roan Active Care brings comprehensive, industry-focused and business-aligned service solutions to help accelerate the achievement of
desired business outcomes. We ensure you stay on track to reach new levels of productivity and efficiency to drive a competitive
advantage for your business.

5 Advanced Printer Repair Centres Nationwide.
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Roan Simplify
ROAN SIMPLIFY is
HARDWARE as a SERVICE
based on a LOCATION

The technology of all industries are changing, and so are customers’ expectations. To stay competitive and meet increasingly
demanding standards of order fulfilment, companies are replacing traditional approaches to equipment purchasing and maintenance
operations.
Roan Simplify is a proactive solutions that will minimise unplanned downtime, optimise maintenance, shorten intervention times, and
prevent disruptions before they occur.
We’re combining innovative, data-driven technology and industry expertise to provide all the services, parts and support you need to
keep your operations running at peak efficiency. With Simplify, you can build a simplify solution tailored to your specific competencies.
Our goals are to help you reduce your capital and operational costs, meet growing demands for increased volume, boost your speed
and uptime, maximise your investment, and create more predictable budget forecasts.
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Roan Simplify makes sense when you consider acquiring
assets or equipment, especially if the following is taken
into account...
Stay ahead
of the
Competition
You should benefit from using assets
and equipment, without any hassles.
Acquiring the latest technology and
equipment is important to stay
relevant and competitive.
Roan Simplify enables you to enjoy
full, uninterrupted use of the equipment, after which it’s simply replaced
or upgraded when the agreement
comes to an end.

Free up Capital
Since there is no large lump-sum
required upfront, entering into a
simplify agreement for assets frees
up capital, which can be used for
other profit-generating initiatives.
It also allows you to gain the use of
the equipment you need
immediately but spreads the payment
across its useful life in your business.

By using Roan
Simplify you will enjoy
minimal downtime
If your company needs maximum
uptime, then Roan Simplify is the best
choice for you.
Roan will keep backups of your fleet
and will immediately replace your
unit to
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Roan MDM
Complete Device
Management Solutions
The perfect solution for
remotely securing, monitoring & managing
your “work from home” employees

Roan Active Device Management Solutions is a comprehensive Unified Endpoint
Management (UEM) solution designed to empower your enterprise workforce with the
power of mobility, by enhancing employee productivity without compromising on
corporate security.

It lets you manage smartphones,
laptops, tablets, VR, IoT and wearables and
multiple operating systems such as iOS, Android,
Windows, macOS, Chrome OS And Linux.
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OUR FEATURED

BRANDS
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OUR

BRANCHES
Contact Sales
010 492 7080

sales@roan.co.za

Contact Helpdesk
0860 102 710

helpdesk@roan.co.za

Gauteng Branch
Unit 1 Parkside, Technopark
86 Oak Avenue, Highveld, Centurion.

Western Cape Branch
51 Platinum Business Park,
Everite Industria, Brackenfell.

KZN Branch
Unit 12, Time Business Park
32 Kuba Avenue, River Horse Valley.

Eastern Cape Branch
11 Kurland Road Perseverance,
Port Elizabeth.

Mpumalanga Branch
29 Marloth Street, Unit 103
Mbombela Mpumalanga.
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www.roan.co.za

